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Early English Text Society
Birds of Costa Rica
The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time
"I hold this book to be the most important expression which the present age has found; it is a book to which we are all
indebted, and from which none of us can escape." T.S. Eliot Ulysses depicts a day in Leopold Bloom’s life, broken into
episodes analogous to Homer’s Odyssey and related in rich, varied styles. Joyce’s novel is celebrated for its depth of
learning, earthy humor, literary allusions and piercing insight into the human heart. First published in Paris in 1922 Ulysses
was not published in the United States until 1934. Immediately recognized as an extraordinary work that both echoed the
history of English literature and took it in new, unheralded directions, Joyce’s book was controversial. Its widespread release
was initially slowed by censors nitpicking a few passages. The novel is challenging, in that it is an uncommon reader who
will perceive all that Joyce has put into his pages upon first reading, but it is uniquely rewarding for anyone willing to follow
where the author leads. Far more than a learned exercise in literary skill, Ulysses displays a sense of humor that ranges
from delicate to roguish as well as sequences of striking beauty and emotion. Chief among the latter must be the novel’s
climactic stream of consciousness step into the mind of the protagonist’s wife, Molly Bloom, whose open-hearted
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acceptance of life and love is among the most memorable and moving passages in English literature. With an eye-catching
new cover, and professionally typeset manuscript, this edition of Ulysses is both modern and readable.

Belinda
A bestselling modern classic—both poignant and funny—about a boy with autism who sets out to solve the murder of a
neighbor's dog and discovers unexpected truths about himself and the world. Nominated as one of America’s best-loved
novels by PBS’s The Great American Read Christopher John Francis Boone knows all the countries of the world and their
capitals and every prime number up to 7,057. He relates well to animals but has no understanding of human emotions. He
cannot stand to be touched. And he detests the color yellow. This improbable story of Christopher's quest to investigate the
suspicious death of a neighborhood dog makes for one of the most captivating, unusual, and widely heralded novels in
recent years.

Who Sank the Boat?
Offering extracts from the key cases and materials in medical law, along with substantial author commentary, this book
provides a complete, stand-alone resource for students of medical law, setting the subject within its ethical context and
encouraging thoughtful debate.

Edinburgh
In the spring of 1949, Stella O'Riain flees her home - a sheep property on the barren edge of the Strzelecki Desert. She
leaves behind the graves of her husband Joe and her baby daughter. With no money and limited options, Stella accepts her
brother-in-law Harry's offer to live at the O'Riain cane farm in the Richmond Valley. There she hopes to get answers to the
questions that plague her about her marriage. However Harry refuses to discuss Joe or the family's secrets, even forbidding
her to speak to the owner of the neighbouring property. Nearly a century earlier in County Tipperary, Irish cousins Brandon
and Sean O'Riain also fled their homes - as wanted criminals. By 1867, they are working as cedar-cutters in New South
Wales's lush green Richmond Valley. But while Brandon embraces the opportunities this new country offers, Sean refuses to
let go of the past. And one cousin is about to make a dangerous choice that will have devastating consequences down the
generations . . .

Mr Archimedes' Bath
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On a day when everything goes wrong for him, Alexander is consoled by the thought that other people have bad days too.

Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day
Alex, whose birthday it is, hijacks a story about Birthday Bunny on his special day and turns it into a battle between a
supervillain and his enemies in the forest--who, in the original story, are simply planning a surprise party.

A Little History of the World
Do not feed the animals, the notice board said. But Mr McGee had a big bag of bread. Share in the fun as Mr McGee sets out
to feed the animals in the zoo, and meets one very hungry crocodile.

An American Text-book of Diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Herbert and Harry
The Beasts of Tarzan is a novel by American writer Edgar Rice Burroughs, the third in his series of twenty-four books about
the title character Tarzan. Originally serialized in All-Story Cavalier magazine in 1914, the novel was first published in book
form by A. C. McClurg in 1916. The story begins a year after the conclusion of the previous book, Tarzan (Lord Greystoke)
and Jane have had a son, whom they ve named Jack. Tarzan has spent much time building an estate home on the Waziri
lands in Uziri, Africa, but has returned to his ancestral estate in London for the rainy season. Tarzan s adversaries from the
previous novel, Nikolas Rokoff and Alexis Paulvitch, escape prison and kidnap the Greystoke heir. Their trap is elaborate
and insidious, leading both Tarzan and Jane to be kidnapped as well. Rokoff exiles Tarzan on a jungle island, informing him
that Jack will be left with a cannibal tribe to be raised as one of their own, while Jane s fate is to be left to his imagination.
Using his jungle skill and primal intelligence, Tarzan wins the help of Sheeta, the vicious panther, a tribe of great apes led
by the intelligent Akut, and a native warrior, Mugambi. With their aid, Tarzan reaches the mainland and begins a lengthy
pursuit to find Jane (who is actively engineering her own extrication) and Jack. By the end of the story Rokoff is dead, while
Paulvitch, his cohort, is presumed dead but manages to escape into the jungle. The Tarzan family returns to London along
with Mugambi, who is offered a place at Tarzan s Waziri estate.

Inside of a Dog
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A ruined abbey on a beautiful estate in Derbyshire, a murdered peer, and a most unlikely romance make New York Times
bestseller Tasha Alexander's new novel Behind the Shattered Glass absolutely irresistible Anglemore Park is the ancestral
home of Lady Emily Hargreave's husband Colin. But the stately calm of country life is destroyed when their neighbor, the
Marquess of Montagu, bursts through the French doors from the garden and falls down dead in front of the shocked
gathering. But who has a motive for murdering the young aristocrat? The lovely cousin who was threatened by his
engagement, the Oxford friend he falsely accused of cheating, the scheming vicar's daughter he shamelessly seduced or
the relative no one knew existed who appears to claim the Montagu title? Who is the mysterious woman seen walking with
him moments before he was brutally attacked? The trail takes readers into the gilded world of a British manor house and
below stairs to the servants who know all the secrets. One family's hidden past and a forbidden passion are the clues to a
puzzle only Lady Emily can solve.

Mr McGee and the Big Bag of Bread
E. H. Gombrich's Little History of the World, though written in 1935, has become one of the treasures of historical writing
since its first publication in English in 2005. The Yale edition alone has now sold over half a million copies, and the book is
available worldwide in almost thirty languages. Gombrich was of course the best-known art historian of his time, and his
text suggests illustrations on every page. This illustrated edition of the Little History brings together the pellucid humanity
of his narrative with the images that may well have been in his mind's eye as he wrote the book. The two hundred
illustrations—most of them in full color—are not simple embellishments, though they are beautiful. They emerge from the
text, enrich the author's intention, and deepen the pleasure of reading this remarkable work. For this edition the text is
reset in a spacious format, flowing around illustrations that range from paintings to line drawings, emblems, motifs, and
symbols. The book incorporates freshly drawn maps, a revised preface, and a new index. Blending high-grade design, fine
paper, and classic binding, this is both a sumptuous gift book and an enhanced edition of a timeless account of human
history.

Hats of Faith
Battle Bunny
Medical Law: Text, Cases, and Materials
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Belinda the cow will only allow Bessie to milk her, so when Bessie goes to the city to visit her daughter, Old Tom must find
some way to catch and milk Belinda.

Death in St. Petersburg
Jim Panzee wakes up in a bad mood one beautiful day, but he keeps denying he is grumpy even as his friends give advice
for feeling better.

Text-book of School and Class Management: Administration and hygiene
The Very Cranky Bear has an itch to scratch! The first time we met Bear, his cave was invaded by four playful animals, and
this made him cranky. In The Very Itchy Bear there is just one creature bothering him -- a persistent flea -- and it's it's
making him very itchy! Bear runs over land and sea to escape the affections of this energetic insect, but Flea won't won't
let him go -- he just wants to keep saying hello! . When Bear does successfully get rid of Flea, he finds that he . . . misses
him? A beautiful and improbable new friendship is born!

Behind the Shattered Glass
From New York Times bestselling author Tasha Alexander comes the latest installment in the Lady Emily series. Death in St.
Petersburg is a gripping new tale that will mesmerize fans of historical fiction and classic mysteries alike. After the final
curtain of Swan Lake, an animated crowd exits the Mariinsky theatre brimming with excitement from the night’s
performance. But outside the scene is somber. A ballerina’s body lies face down in the snow, blood splattered like rose
petals over the costume of the Swan Queen. The crowd is silenced by a single cry— “Nemetseva is dead!” Amongst the
theatergoers is Lady Emily, accompanying her dashing husband Colin in Russia on assignment from the Crown. But it soon
becomes clear that Colin isn’t the only one with work to do. When the dead ballerina’s aristocratic lover comes begging for
justice, Emily must apply her own set of skills to discover the rising star’s murderer. Her investigation takes her on a dance
across the stage of Tsarist Russia, from the opulence of the Winter Palace, to the modest flats of ex-ballerinas and the
locked attics of political radicals. A mysterious dancer in white follows closely behind, making waves through St. Petersburg
with her surprise performances and trail of red scarves. Is it the sweet Katenka, Nemetseva’s childhood friend and favorite
rival? The ghost of the murdered étoile herself? Or, something even more sinister?

The Fabulous Friend Machine
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Every time Mr Archimedes has a bath with his friends, the water overflows. Somebody must be putting extra water in the
bath. Is it Kangaroo? Or is it Goat or Wombat? Whoever it is, Mr Archimedes is going to find out.

Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe
Taking refuge in fairy tales after the loss of his mother, twelve-year-old David finds himself violently propelled into an
imaginary land in which the boundaries of fantasy and reality are disturbingly melded. By the author of The Black Angel.
75,000 first printing.

The Cuckoo's Calling
This book presents the work from a selection of contributors who aim to provide educators with hands-on activities to
encourage reflection, awareness, and dialogue related to social justice issues.

Alexander's Outing
A Publishers Weekly Best Book of the Year Winner of the James Michener/Copernicus Society Fellowship Prize Lambda
Literary Foundation Editor’s Choice Award “[Chee] says volumes with just a few incendiary words.” —New York Times
“Arresting . . . profound and poetic . . . Chee’s voice is worth listening to.” —San Francisco Chronicle “Alexander Chee gets
my vote for the best new novelist I’ve read in some time. Edinburgh is moody, dramatic—and pure.” —Edmund White
Twelve-year-old Fee is a shy Korean American boy and a newly named section leader of the first sopranos in his local boys’
choir. But when Fee learns how the director treats his section leaders, he is so ashamed he says nothing of the abuse, not
even when Peter, his best friend, is in line to be next. When the director is arrested, Fee tries to forgive himself for his
silence. But when Peter takes his own life, Fee blames only himself. In the years that follow he slowly builds a new life,
teaching near his hometown. There he meets a young student who is the picture of Peter and is forced to confront the past
he believed was gone. Told with “the force of a dream and the heft of a life,”* Edinburgh marked Chee “as a major talent
whose career will bear watching” (Publishers Weekly). “A coming-of-age tale in the grand Romantic tradition, where
passions run high, Cupid stalks Psyche, and love shares the dance floor with death . . . A lovely, nuanced, never predictable
portrait of a creative soul in the throes of becoming.” —Washington Post

Early English Text Society
Herbert and Harry are two brothers who live and work together. One day, they discover a great treasure! What will this
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bring for Herbert and Harry? Here is another story to share from this award-winning author.

The Cedar Tree
The reader is invited to guess who causes the boat to sink when five animal friends of varying sizes decide to go for a row.

The Book of Lost Things
'Stay close, take care,' quacked Alexander's mother. But Alexander was a wayward duckling - he straggled behind and
disappeared down a deep dark hole

Outing
An endearing story about a little girl who doesnÍt think she can. ñUp there! The tree can be our ship!î one of LouÍs friends
exclaims when they decide to play pirates. ñUmmm ƒî responds Lou. Usually she loves adventures. But this is new. Lou has
never climbed a tree before. And she knows she canÍt do it. She doesnÍt even want to try. But this adventure does look fun,
and when all her excuses run out, Lou realizes the bravest adventurers are those who TRY. An inspiring lesson for anyone
whoÍs ever avoided something hard.

The Very Itchy Bear
Published under a pseudonym, J. K. Rowling's brilliant debut mystery introduces Detective Cormoran Strike as he
investigates a supermodel's suicide in "one of the best books of the year" (USA Today). After losing his leg to a land mine in
Afghanistan, Cormoran Strike is barely scraping by as a private investigator. Strike is down to one client, creditors are
calling, and after a breakup with his longtime girlfriend, he's living in his office. Then John Bristow walks through his door
with a shocking story: His sister, the legendary supermodel Lula Landry -- known to her friends as the Cuckoo -- famously
fell to her death a few months earlier. The police ruled it a suicide, but John refuses to believe that. The case plunges Strike
into the world of multimillionaire beauties, rock-star boyfriends, and desperate designers, and it introduces him to every
variety of pleasure, enticement, seduction, and delusion known to man. You may think you know detectives, but you've
never met one quite like Strike. You may think you know about the wealthy and famous, but you've never seen them under
an investigation like this. Fast-paced and sharply drawn, this dazzling detective novel inspired Strike, the BBC crime drama
series that has captivated millions of viewers worldwide.
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Ulysses
A must-have guide to more than 300 birds that visitors are most likely to see in Costa Rica, includes 464 color photos,
including many taken in the wild, and 308 range maps. Original.

Forty Acres
Readers will say, "Yes, yes, yes!" From the moment Bella wakes up, her day goes wrong. She hates her breakfast egg, she
won't share, she has a hurting foot, her supper is too hot, and her bath is too cold. And then it's no, no, no to bedtime. But
at last a yawn, a story, and a kiss from mother end the day, with the promise of a cheerful tomorrow. Every parent, teacher,
and caregiver will respond to this hilariously accurate portrait of one toddler with a case of the Terrible Twos!

The Beasts Of Tarzan
This volume provides a thorough study of how psychological messages are portrayed and interpreted via the written word.
It explores the interactions between text and reader, as well as affiliations within the text, with particular emphasis on
emotion and affect. Featuring relevant coverage on topics such as literary production, psychology in literature, identity/self
and the other, and trauma studies, the book offers an in-depth analysis that is suitable for academicians, students,
professionals, and researchers interested in discovering more about the relationship between psychology and literature.

Safari
Fifteen-year-old Ari Mendoza is an angry loner with a brother in prison, but when he meets Dante and they become friends,
Ari starts to ask questions about himself, his parents and his family that he has never asked before.

Give Me Half!
For Sydney Marlowe, getting a coveted research position with enigmatic biotech CEO Billy Sans seems like a dream come
true. She and three other interns are flown halfway around the world to a remote private game reserve in Tanzania, where
they will implement new zoological technologies and analyze field data over the course of two weeks. But when local animal
behavior becomes increasingly unnatural and people begin to go missing, Sydney and the others realize that something
sinister is lurking beneath this paradise. The truth, however, is more horrifying than any of them could have imagined. For
fans of The Most Dangerous Game, Jurassic Park, The Island of Dr. Moreau, and technothrillers.
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Reading Between the Lines
Befriended by some of America's most successful and wealthy black men, a talented African-American lawyer working out
of a Queens storefront accepts their invitation to a weekend getaway only to learn that they are part of a secret
organization that would promote white slavery. A first novel.

Thing Lou Couldn't Do, The
As an unabashed dog lover, Alexandra Horowitz is naturally curious about what her dog thinks and what she knows. As a
cognitive scientist she is intent on understanding the minds of animals who cannot say what they know or feel. This is a
fresh look at the world of dogs -- from the dog's point of view. The book introduces the reader to the science of the dog -their perceptual and cognitive Abilities -- and uses that introduction to draw a picture of what it might be like to bea dog. It
answers questions no other dog book can -- such as: What is a dog's sense of time? Does she miss me? Want friends? Know
when she's been bad? Horowitz's journey, and the insights she uncovered from studying her own dog, Pumpernickel,
allowed her to understand her dog better, and appreciate her more through that understanding. The reader will be able to
do the same with their own dog. This is not another dog training book. Instead, Inside of a Dogwill allow dog owners to look
at their pets' behaviour in a different, and revealing light, enabling them to understand their dogs and enjoy their
relationship even more.

Grumpy Monkey
Splitting things in half may seem like an easy thing to do, but when two siblings and a pizza are involved, things can get
messy. Children learn about fractions at school but fractions are also an important part of everyday life outside the
classroom.In this riotous book, Stuart J. Murphy and G. Brian Karas introduce the simplest of fractions, 1/2.

Literature and Psychology
The Holy Bible, Containing the Sacred Texts of the Old Testament and the New; Together with
the Apocrypha. With Notes and Annotations, Carefully Selected from the Most Eminent
Commentators. [With Plates.]
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Hats of Faith is a simple and striking introduction to the shared custom of religious head coverings. With bright images and
a carefully researched interfaith text, this thoughtful book inspires understanding and celebrates our culturally diverse
modern world.

Portnoy's Complaint
My No No No Day
Popcorn the chicken has found a Fabulous Friend Machine-and now she's going to have more friends than ever! What could
go wrong? When Popcorn, the friendliest chicken at Fiddlesticks Farm, finds a forgotten smartphone in the barn, she sets
about making some brand new friends. Soon she is so busy sending messages to them that she begins to forget her old
friends. When a meet-up with her new friends is about to end in disaster, the quick-thinking animals of Fiddlesticks Farm
save the day . . . and one relieved chicken learns a lesson. A cautionary tale from the bestselling creator of The Very Cranky
Bear series.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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